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This holiday classic is brought to life by bestselling illustrator Sam Williams, with a glitter-filled,

sparkling cover that shines with wintertime magic.Written by Steve Nelson and Walter "Jack"

Rollins, FROSTY THE SNOWMAN is a seasonally joyful story that continues to warm our hearts

year after year. Famous for his cheerful character, whimsical appeal, and, of course, his button nose

and two eyes made out of coal, Frosty is the most magical snowman in town.Join him as he runs

here and there, all around the square, saying "catch me if you can." Thumpity, thump, thump,

thumpity, thump, thump, look at Frosty go!
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We bought this book for Christmas this past year and my daughter loves the illustrations and simple

story. After looking at the many different versions on  I am glad we got this one. It's possible that as

my daughter grows older she will be bored because it is rather short and simple, but at two years

old, it's perfect now.

This one's a hit. My daughter (age 2.5) loves this book, from its glittery cover through the classic

rhyme inside. She is already badgering me regularly for me to "sing the Frosty book" with her. Great

fun. From the parent perspective, it doesn't hurt that the illustrations don't reference a TV show or



movie (which tends to annoy me). The board book itself is well-constructed and will likely hold up

well.

I have a 1 year old with the attention span of a goldfish. She'll sort of sit for books, but the deal is

that the words on the page can't be much more than a sentence, otherwise I need to make it up as

we go and summarize. This is great! It's a durable board book, the words are nothing more than the

trusted Frosty The Snowman song, minus the "Thumpity thump thump's." It has both verses, and

there are a decent amount of pages, but there's no more than 7 to 10 words on a page. Just enough

to keep her interest because, let's face it, at this age she's not really absorbed so much in the story

line as she is the pictures. The pictures aren't crazy bright, like walking into a carters store in spring,

but they're colorful with muted tones and enjoyable enough for her.

This book has the complete lyrics to Frosty the Snowman along with great illustrations.I love books

that you can sing to kids --- also a great way to teach them the song.My granddaughter especially

loved that the book was "sparkly" ( The cover has a glittered finish -- so appropriate for a snowman

story.

My 3 year old son and 1 year old daughter received this book as part of their Christmas gift. When

you start reading it, you end up singing the Frosty the snowman song. Once I'm done with the book,

my son says "again". I have to read (more like sing) it to him many many times. It's a great book!

This is a board book that is verbatim to the children's Christmas song. A good way for young

children to learn the words to the tune.

This is an excellent version of Frosty the Snowman. I bought it in a little upscale kids' boutique sort

of toy store in December 2015. The illustrations are timeless but also modern. I also like that the

kids in the book have "flexible" ethnicities and genders since they're bundled up.The hardest part of

this book is that my 3 year old insists that I read it instead of sing it, and it's very hard to not sing it,

since the text is exactly the lyrics of the song.

It is ok. Wish the size was listed. Looking for a book 10 by 12 or so or larger. But will do until I find a

larger one. I am a professional Santa and I need a large book for children to see when I read to

groups.
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